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"
Introduction"

" My artistic research abides in uncertainties. It explores the irreconcilability 

between constructed existence as a constant self, and the abstract order of being. I am 

interested in trying to discover where the production of being shows cracks. The source 

of my unlikely endeavour is the micro-sublime, the inconceivable emptiness between 

organic life and the animate abstract. It is expressed through voids, pauses, minuscule 

slippages between the abstraction of being and its narrative; mathematical versus 

mundane reality. In my research, time has held the key subject position, as it is 

simultaneously abstract and concrete, impossible to define yet so familiar, and is the 

medium through which the invisible arises. "

" It is first necessary to acknowledge the existence of the unknowable, before 

attempting to explore it. Using the writing of Jakob von Uexküll and Alain Badiou I 

examine the biological and mathematical potential breaches in known situations. These 

theories help to orient my artistic purpose. They are also used to support claims in this 

writing that rely on the potential of invisible or immaterial forces, and the limitations of all 

existing knowns."

" After defining my motivations, the rest of this text is devoted to an analysis of an 

art series created over the course of my final year in the Masters of Fine Arts program. 

These works are grouped together under the title Mechanical Time, completed in 2015. 

The written section, “History and the Dynamo,” describes hypothetical ways to bring 

nascent energies into being. I use two types of dynamic structures as examples, and as 

correspondences to explain artworks. The first is a linear succession, comparable to the 
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writing of a history as described by Hayden White. The second is a potentially endless 

reversal modelled after Gaston Bachelard’s definition of the metaphor. For comparison, 

the section “Strobe” describes Sigmund Freud’s theory that considers the gaps in 

consciousness as creating the experience of time. In his conception it is tiny spaces, 

rather than energetic binding forces, that manifest an invisible byproduct. This 

description is used to orient the sculpture Mechanical-T Handcrank, and account for its 

construction."

" The two final sections, “The magic trick” and “The sensate algorithm” relate the 

process of stop-motion animation to the creation of the moment, and describe the 

particularities of my animation Spindle. These sections give a brief history of the instant 

as expressed through art history, and the changes brought about by the internet “image 

search” function.  The instant in Modernist painting was conceived of as an eternal dot 

of no size and no time. This moment is contrasted with the photographic. When the 

camera acts as an adjunct sensory organ, multiple temporalities exist within one 

moment, and one object — the photograph. Finally, the internet image list creates an 

experiential mathematic, a manner of expressing time in a spatial manner that is not 

“too perfect,” to reference Giorgio Agamben.  It is a horizontal and vertical force, an 

expression of time as a mathematical function. This conclusion describes the format of 

Spindle. It also refers back to my original desire of investigating the space where that 

which is sensed and that which is known, almost touch."

"
"
"
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Production of holes and worlds"

" There is a gap between what is known about the nature of existence, and how it 

is experienced on the mundane level. Matter, which includes humans, is composed of 

elements that are probabilities in the form of electron clouds.(Mastin)  The vast space-

time that is our home cannot be conceived with logic or imagination, only with the aid of 

mathematics. Anti-matter is a fact of life, a part of our fabric as certain as electro-

magnetic energy.(Fermilab) We exist as the mundane, composed of the sublime. My 

artistic research explores the breach between the narrative, sequential manner in which 

life is experienced, and the knowledge obtained through scientific, philosophical, and 

spiritual traditions. "

"  Just as a thought is simultaneously an electrical impulse and a mental image, 

my artworks are both models for the subjects I explore, and their own material forms. 

Experiences, theories, and productions of time have taken a primary subject position in 

my artistic practice.  Because science fiction and theatrical illusion are also models for 

types of time, my artworks relate to them as readily as they do to the artistic avant-

garde. Time holds the special place of subject because of its multifarious nature. It is 

inseparable from light, as the theoretical speed-of-light in a vacuum is time’s alpha and 

omega. Time and space are united, as demonstrated by the theory of general relativity, 

which has stood the test of experiment. Time is the platform for both intimate human 

experience, incomprehensible atomic decay, and artistic focus, current and historical. A 

careful understanding of its permutations is a method of examining the aforementioned 

gap between experience and knowledge. "
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" Jakob von Uexküll, biologist and progenitor of biosemiotics, studied the 

production of experience as opposed to its voids, in his 1934 essay “A Stroll through the 

Worlds of Animals and Men.” Uexküll investigates the sensory organs of various 

animals, and how a specific umwelt or worldview is formed by particular signals. These 

signals become the entire basis of meaning for the animal. Uexküll describes the 

transfer of stimulus from a biological standpoint; the perceptual tools of the organism 

enfold stimuli, which transfer to effector tools (tools of action). Volition and subjectivity 

are static in the machinic view of the living organism. Uexküll contrasts this with the 

biological stance, in which subjectivity is an open process, a relation rather than an 

exchange, produced by the enfolding of subject/object in a functional cycle: receptors, 

effectors, and releasors that create an overall umwelt of being."

 For instance, the Rhizostoma is a genus of jellyfish that 

exists by pumping water through its system. This is the 

way it both situates itself in a liveable space (floatation), 

obtains food and expels waste. Its umwelt, a simple one 

corresponding to the relative simplicity of the organism, is 

a muscular rhythm which provides all the necessities of 

life. It has a single functional cycle. In contrast, the female 

tick has three specific carriers of significance that rouse 

her from stasis on a blade of grass or twig, to complete the final quarter of her complex 

life cycle.  The signals of butyric acid (which emanates from the sebaceous glands of 

mammals), the temperature of 37 degrees Celsius, and the quality of hairiness, interact 

with the female tick’s biological processes to create the meaningful stimulations which 
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are a call to action. After mating, the female tick climbs to the top of the grass or twig. 

She only drops from her perch when alerted by the smell of butyric acid. If she feels the 

proper mammal temperature she begins a frenzied search for a hairless place to burrow 

her head, then settles to placidly suck blood. The tick is able to be dormant for years at 

a time, awaiting the alarm bell of the butyric acid. Her sightless umwelt of chemical and 

temperature sensitivity has a startling range of temporality, in relation to the pulsing 

rhizostoma, or that of human experience. (Uexküll 4)"

" The formation of a moment is described by Uexküll using various experiments as 

examples. Each system of perception (even if they are all part of one organism) has its 

own receptive range. This range is the limiting boundary for the recognition of the 

existence of a stimuli, and its temporality. Human skin can register, at the appropriate 

pressure, 17 taps per second as individual moments of touch. At 18 taps per second, 

they are perceived as a constant pressure. So, at the sensory boundary of 18 taps per 

second or more, the singular instances dissolve into a duration, a tactile blur. If a stimuli 

is far enough out of sensible range, it becomes completely invisible.(Uexküll 29) This is 

the case for radiation travelling through bodies, without causing physical pain. The rays 

potentially have effect on the molecular level, but are out of tactile range because of 

size and speed. By outlining the formation of meaning through perception, Uexküll 

makes comprehensible the possibility of existences and phenomenon that exceed the 

scope of any particular umwelt. Conversely, through Uexküll’s logic, if humanity has 

explored the gaps of experience throughout its history, and within such varied 

disciplines, it is because they are somehow meaningful in the production of worlds."
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" Using mathematics as the site of ontology, Alain Badiou’s philosophy deftly spans 

abstract principles and their human implications. Badiou’s doctrine states that 

mathematicians are “ontologists unaware of themselves as such. Philosophy plays a 

‘meta-ontological’ role whose task it is to locate the place in which mathematics 

effectively manages to speak being,” (Meillasoux 2) In his text Being and Event, Badiou 

identifies our current age as aligned with the mathematics of set theory. According to 

Badiou’s description, all situations and beings are sets. A set is a distinct collection of 

well defined objects; it is a multiplicity. His system of thought includes eternal truths, 

which are not a metaphysical unity, but instead emerge and re-emerge in diverse 

worlds, each manifestation bringing about novel results. A truth procedure results from 

an undecidable event that creates a hole in the structure of the reigning situation, which 

in turn makes possible the emergence of the previously impossible."

" A truth, like everything else in Badiou’s 

conception, is a multiple. But unlike the 

others, it is a set whose properties 

exclude all classification. “…Although it is 

situated in a world, a truth does not retain 

anything expressible from that 

situation,” (Badiou xii)  This ’generic’ 

multiple, to use the mathematical term, is 

infinite in its unclassifiable nature. While a certain set will contain (a,b,c), a ‘generic’ will 

contain (neither a nor not a, neither b nor not b, etc.), in an endless undefinability. The 

emergence of an event reveals the inconsistency of established situations, and belies 
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all conventional definitions. The event creates new subjects, who are formed by dint of 

their fidelity to the singularity. The universal truths do not exist in a Platonic aether, 

rather they are produced through four potential truth procedures: love, art, politics and 

science."

" Take, as a political instance, the French Revolution, which is used as an example 

in Being and Event. It cannot be examined empirically, because “The Revolution” is not 

comprised of any of its particular circumstances. The activities of the occurrence can be 

considered separately or in combination, but they will still fail to constitute the 

revolutionary principle. As Quentin Meillassoux aptly summarized, "

“To call a Revolution the Revolution is thus to affirm the sense in which 
one remains faithful to a hypothesis: the hypothesis, the wager, that 
something fundamental is being produced in the political field that is worth 
being faithful to, while trying to draw out that which, at the heart of the 
situation, upholds an emancipatory truth in the process of elaboration, and 
which opposes all the forces of the old world.” (Meillassoux 3)"

This same circumstance of indescribability can be extended to truth production through 

love, art or science. An evental site can be named, but the naming of its parts cannot 

describe it correctly, it is something other than the sum of its parts. There is no 

vocabulary to establish the meaning of the opening, the rupture, that was created by the 

emergent event. It is the event’s indescribable nature, and the subjects’ consequential 

reaction, that allows the production of truth; a naming and a fidelity to that which was 

previously inconceivable. In a 2007 interview with Tzuchien Tho, Badiou explains “I 

have always said that there is an event, and after an event, a truth process. It is a 

construction of a new time…the general idea is really that there is finally something 

temporal in the process of truth, not in time itself, but in the generation of a new 
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time.” (Tho 8) The unknowable, an emergent universal and eternal yet unrecognizable, 

punctures the established umwelt and allows for the formation of a profoundly new state 

of being. This state is so alien to naturalized states of being, it alters even the 

foundation of the mathematical construction, time. "

" These two philosophies of the unknown are useful for orienting my personal 

artistic production and ideals. I consider artistic practice to be an expression and 

potential shaping force of human evolution. Both artistic creation and reception can 

serve as a way of discovering the boundaries of the human umwelt. Then an extension 

or bypass can be attempted, through the development and sensitizing of perceptual 

organs, which include the mind. Even an unsuccessful work may serve as a source of 

fidelity to this cause, if the production of an eternal truth is not possible."

"
History and the Dynamo"

" Narrativity has long been used as a tool to fill gaps, smooth discontinuities, and 

give direction to the perceived nature of time. In his collection of essays, The Content of 

the Form, Hayden White proposes that every narrative has a distinct embedded 

ideology, that the narrative form is not a neutral. A narrative is not a simple sequencing 

of events, but rather an ordering of meaning. A defining aspect of narrative is the arc — 

the beginning, the middle, and the end. Temporally, its logic is that of cause and effect; 

spatially, a finite curve. The task of the Modern historian is to place events into a clear 

structure of cause-effect, past-present-future, and finish with a tidy conclusion. White 

emphasizes that, “In modern historical accounts, the ‘true’ can become the ‘real’ only 
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insofar as it possesses the character of narrativity.” (White 6)  Through the presentation 

of selected events the narrative form becomes the historian’s invention of the real."

" What is omitted from a history is as revealing as what is included. In fact, White 

states, "

“In order to qualify as historical, an event must be susceptible to at least 
two narrations of its occurrence. Unless at least two versions of the same set 
of events can be imagined, there is no reason for the historian to take upon 
himself [sic] the authority of giving the true account of what really 
happened.” (White 20)"

This implies that there is always an invisible and unspoken contrapuntal to that which is 

made overt, made real. When the counterpoint is released from its nascent invisibility 

through critique or a newly written history, in turn it creates another invisible and silent 

tissue that is yet to be realized in form. "

" In his essay, “The Weak Universalism," Boris Groys makes use of Agamben’s 

writing to examine the relation between contemporary artists and the historical avant-

garde. Groys identifies contemporary art as a proliferation of the “weak image,” a 

seemingly endless repetition of artistic gestures that empties out signs rather than fills 

or describes them. He cites the proliferation of internet sites such as Facebook and 

Blogs— a world of democratic texts and images that would be impossible to conceive of 

without the avant-garde actions of the 50s and 60s, which universalized the artistic 

position. “We can say that avant-garde art produces transcendental images, in the 

Kantian sense of the term— images that manifest the conditions for the emergence and 

contemplation of any other image.”(Groys 6) This process corresponds to that which 

occurs through the writing of history as described by White. It is not a question of 
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influence, rather it is the creation of a “real” that allows not only a reaction to itself, but 

also allows for the invention of the unthought and unthinkable. "

" " My artistic process is as concerned with awakening potentials as with the 

forms produced, because I consider them inseparable. The creation of the real object 

could be thought to bring a different unspoken form closer to the surface of existence, in 

the manner described by White and Groys. In my practice, hypothetical modes of 

creating invisible by-product are active in different bodies of work and aid the decision 

making process. The systems of creation described above move in a certain direction, 

“irreversible time” as Guy Debord (110-117) would classify the motion, or “time’s arrow” 

in the parlance of our day. The generation of one form directly influences the arising of 

the next form, in a chain. My geometric paintings, of a series titled Fourth, are created in 

this manner, in a sequence. It is an essential sequence. While I am painting, the next 

potential image arises in my mind through the creation of the first, in a reaction that is 

fundamentally connected to the initial formation. 

These paintings relate to movements through 

imaginary spaces, so as one painting is almost fully 

materialized, it begins to transform in my mind, as if it 

were moving through an invented space. In a 

continuum, a conceived form is brought into being by 

the material production which was originally a 

conceived form, etc. The genesis of the series of 

paintings was a dream about an unreachable space. 

This was the initial event which set the process in 
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motion. The series came to a close when, in a dream six years later, I was able to 

experience a normally inaccessible sort of space. This dream closed the painting 

process, a terminal event. The finished series is not only a set of paintings, but also a 

latent possibility which could allow the emergence of a different, ascending emanation 

in the manner of a written history. This potential was made explicit when the final 

painting of the series, Tel Murex, was also a crucial inclusion in a new artwork, M-T. "

" Another model for the production of the invisible, formed through language, is 

Gaston Bachelard’s conception of the metaphor from his book, The Poetics of Space. 

He contends that every metaphor contains two poles: an ideal and a real. These two 

states have an inherent reversibility, either pole potentially existing as the concrete or 

the abstract. The self-propelling reversal is like the chain reaction of an electro-magnetic 

dynamo, each force bringing about the creation of the other, in turn. By allowing this 

active exchange of meaning, even a somewhat stale metaphor such as, “the night is a 

curtain,” gains vitality, in Bachelard’s estimation. 

Meaning is only partially contained in the language 

used; the meaning is also the resulting energy from 

this dynamism. (Bachelard xi-xxxiv)"

" By using Bachelard’s metaphor to consider 

artworks, a fundamental binding dynamic can be 

built between various objects, which then exist as 

an enmeshed duality connected by their dynamic 

energy. This is a useful model to consider the 

artwork M-T, which was presented at the Belkin 
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Gallery in May 2015 as my portion of the graduate exhibit object approaching short blue 

waves. The official work is composed of: the painting Tel Murex, the animation Spindle, 

and a small mechanical sculpture constructed from an electric spindle, a laser pointer, a 

glass disk, and a crystal titled M-Ttwister. These were presented alongside objects that 

had a metaphorical relation to the primary three. The three auxiliary art objects were: a 

second small interactive sculpture Hand-Turned Shimmy Sculpture, a cluster of untitled 

framed collages, and an animation-stand littered with photographs, placed next to a pile 

of stacked glass that had images scattered between the panes."

 " The painting Tel Murex is primarily composed of painted stripes, which behave 

visually as shifting planes. A two-dimensional gouache painting on paper, Tel Murex is 

extremely flat. Gouache is a type of paint often used by designers, partly because of its 

ability to produce flat colour without brush impressions or colour modulations. The 

painting exists in metaphorical 

relation with the sculpture Hand-

Turned Shimmy Sculpture. This 

s c u l p t u r e i s a s e m i - o p a q u e 

plexiglass box, and has a small, 

completely transparent square 

sec t ion a t the top . A th ree-

dimensional rectangle made of multiple thin plastic sections is visible through this 

viewing square. Just behind the viewing section, a fan belt rises out of a hole cut into 

the box, and is attached to a mechanism with a round piece of wood at the end. When 

this wooden handle is turned, the strips of plastic that compose the rectangle shift back 
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and forth in a wave-like motion. This shifting relates to the thin shifting colour planes of 

the painting. In the sculpture the movement is created and expressed by physical force 

rather than the reflected light of the painting. The turning motion of the viewer’s hand, 

which creates the planes’ fluctuations in the sculpture, relates to the repetitive motion of 

my hand as I painted the stripes. The viewer’s hand moves in a circle through space, 

while mine moved in a straight line. The two artworks relate as a metaphor of different 

spatial dimensions, and accordingly altered temporalities. The information that the 

sculpture relays in three-dimensional space— the three-dimensional shimmying stripes, 

produced by an active circular force of hand-motion is a spatial metaphor for the stored 

force of the stripe-painting motion of my hand, and the two-dimensional visual 

movement of stripes."

" Another brief comparison; by pushing a button wired to the sculpture M-Ttwister, 

the glass disk and crystal on the electric spindle 

begin to spin at two different rates. The spinning 

distorts and reflects the special form of human-made 

light emitted from the laser, and casts a reflected 

wavering red glow upon the wall. Meanwhile, the 

animation-stand is dormant, its glass layers filled with 

photographic imagery cut from tourist books of 

different places and times. These images are 

comparable to the light of the laser. They are also a 

type of captured light, only possible through technological manipulation. In the form 

presented, the reprinted physical light impressions that are scattered throughout the 
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glass relate to the containment and scattering of the laser light. Although the animation-

stand and its components, are resolutely concrete and material in form, they will turn 

back into light through the process of creating and projecting a new animation. The 

(dormant) animation is comparable to the watery distortion of the laser beam on the wall 

behind the sculpture, produced by the spinning. This is a temporal metaphor. The 

energy created between the two objects could act as a means to traverse the 

recognizable human existence in narrative form (pictures), and humanity in its 

impersonal form (spinning laser reflection). Each is possibly the real or the ideal."

"
Strobe"

" Time itself is an invisible byproduct according to Sigmund Freud. In his essay 

“The Mystic Writing Pad” he posits that the mind functions through an interaction of 

layers and depths which make contact in order to transfer information. Perceptions pass 

through the perceptual-consciousness system (Pcpt.-Cs.) through contact with stimuli, 

but leave no trace. The impression is left in a deeper layer,   "

“in ‘mnemic systems’ lying behind the perceptual system…the 
inexplicable phenomenon of consciousness arises in the perceptual 
system instead of the permanent traces.”(Freud 208-209)"

So, consciousness could be said to arise as an outgoing state of perception. Freud uses 

his idea of cathexis (a process of investing meaning, analogous to the creation of an 

electrical charge) to complete the model of the working mind."

" “My theory was that cathectic innervations are sent out and 
withdrawn in rapid periodic impulses from within, into the completely pervious 
system Pcpt.-Cs. So long as that system is cathected in this manner, it 
receives perceptions (which are accompanied by consciousness)…but as 
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soon as the cathexis is withdrawn, consciousness is extinguished and the 
functioning of the system comes to a standstill…this discontinuous 
functioning of the system Pcpt.-Cs. lies at the bottom of the origin of the 
concept of time.” (Freud 211-212)"

In summary, time’s motion is a concept, a form of experience that is produced by the 

strobe-like workings of the mind, a side-effect of mind’s syncopated functioning. In this 

description it is the tiny pauses, the micro-missing mind, that create the human 

experience of temporality. These discontinuities exist as a form of protection. The 

spaces in the Pcpt.-Cs. functioning prevent the formation of self from being atomized 

into meaningless information, details clotted and equally in focus, a haphazard chaos. 

Consciousness is gently raised and lowered in an undetectable rhythm, according sips 

of unadulterated input. In Freud’s description, it is the tiny intermissions from created 

meaning, from consciousness, that bring into existence both time and a seamless sense 

of self."

" Mechanical-T Handcrank is a sculpture composed of two objects. The first is a 

Bell & Howell home movie projector manufactured in the early 1960s. The second, a 

handmade black wooden box (approximately one and a half feet tall and two feet deep) 

with three semi-opaque plexiglass squares protruding from the top at different heights. A 

fourth plexiglass piece furthest to the rear of the box is the tallest, painted an opaque 

white. When a viewer turns the crank at the front of the box, the semi-opaque squares 

move up and down at different rates of speed, and at different moments in time. The 

crank offers some resistance at the height of its circular route, and then releases with a 

slack dash. A low moan is emitted by the sculpture when the crank is turned, produced 

from the friction of its inner mechanics. The projector’s light is focussed on the white-
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painted plexiglass. The light from the projector is of a particular quality because the bulb 

is from an older era. It is a warmer and somehow thicker light, because the special age 

of the glass bulb. The projector makes a loud humming noise, and the motor produces 

heat which burns the dust inside, producing a dry smell. The movie reel spins with a 

clatter that is slightly quieter than the sound of the motor, and at a faster rate than it 

would if it was threaded with film. "

" This sculpture resonates with Freud’s description of mind, in both its physical 

construction of layers and depths, and in the manner of its constructed meaning. Just as 

time and self are produced by a stippling motion, never fully united in a moment, so a 

full encounter of the work is strangely blocked. In order to work the crank, the viewer 

must stand between the projector and the box, so the projected light is blocked by the 

body or head of the person. This also means the projector is out of view, behind the 

person’s back. If there is no one turning the crank, if the viewer is standing back 

observing the two objects, there is no way to activate the sound or the motion. The 

viewer must choose to activate the work. The only way to do so is to separate the 
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component parts from each other, since the beam of light is their only direct physical 

connection. It is a slow-motion strobe to create time (the moving planes), and the groan 

of mock consciousness. "

"
"
The magic trick."

" Rosalind Krauss, in The Optical Unconscious details the relationship between 

Modernism and the spatial instantaneity of the image. She describes the  geometry of 

the vanishing point as a limitless nothing and a time of incalculable speed. The 

vanishing point in painting is presented as analogous to the viewing point of the eye. It 

is also the moment when the impossible within Euclid’s geometry occurs— the meeting 

of parallel lines at the point of infinity. "

“And the infinite smallness of this point in the eye from which the entire 
architecture is suspended is, as well, an infinite rapidity…And this twinkling, 
this infinite brevity or immediacy of the gaze, is the analogue for the picture’s 
own condition in the all-at-once, for painting’s ontological truth as pure 
simultaneity.” (Krauss 213) ""

Krauss goes on to elaborate the Modernist pursuit to purify and make absolute the 

“now” of the moment of sight. She parallels the path of Modernist painters and the work 

of Edmund Husserl, who underscored the importance of lived experiences’ 

instantaneity. Jacques Derrida characterized Husserls “now” as the moment which 

cannot be divided any further. It is the lived equivalent of the perspectival vanishing 

point. "

" This representation of the vanishing point places the infinite, the timeless speed-

of-light, within the human eye. Geometric perspective creates a static model that 
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analogizes the senses, but does not acknowledge our limitations of understanding and 

representing time. Krauss goes on to interrogate the Modernist instant, recalling that 

Husserl discounted any claim to its purity. He forced its expansion, influenced by 

neurophysiology as well as lived experience, and stated, “There can be no lived 

experience, in fact, in the absence of memory and expectation, or as the physiologist 

would term them, retensions and protensions.” (Krauss 215) Derrida used the concept 

of retension and protension to debunk the claimed modernist access of the 

instantaneous present. There is no instant that is not an effervescence of the past, and 

coloured by it in a way that influences both the reception of the “now," and the course of 

the future. The lived instant, the all-at-once moment, is not a moment but part of the 

durational spectrum writ with past and future, sign symbol and memory."

" Giorgio Agamben asserts that time is unrepresentable in The Time that Remains. 

Describing the difference between messianic time, which he defines as the beginning of 

time’s contraction, and eschaton, which is the apocalypse (the end of time), Agamben 

remarks that the charts, line drawings, and diagrams are perfectly representable but 

absolutely unthinkable. And the reverse is also true, that the real experience of time is 

thinkable but completely unrepresentable. In order to confront this situation, Agamben 

adopts the idea of operational time from linguist Gustave Guillaume. "

" Guillaume (Temps et Verbe) viewed language through the Aristotelian dichotomy 

of potential and act — “According to Guillaume, the human mind experiences time, but 

does not possess the representation of it, and must, in representing it, take recourse of 

a spatial order.” (Agamben 65)  The problem with these spatial representations is that 
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they are “too perfect”,  they do not contain the gap that is operational time — “The time 

the mind takes to realize a time-image.” (Agamben 66) "

" The construction of time, operational time, is fore-fronted in the illusionistic magic 

trick. When an adult sees a magical illusion, although the mind has full knowledge that 

the laws of physics are not actually being broken, the senses are still duped. With a 

masterful magician, the same sleight of hand can be performed again and again, and 

still the illusion is maintained. In spite of the absolute knowledge of its falsity, and the 

use of mental and visual focus attempting to dissolve the illusion, it still “works”. The 

trick resides between incoming information and the information produced by the senses. 

It is the breach between the real and the constructed that executes the conjure, and 

illuminates the lacunae in the human spectrum of time."

" Stop-motion animation is itself an overt illusion. Composed of photographs, one 

replacing another, it is a digitized flip-book with meticulous temporal control. The motion 

within the animation is created by hand, by the manipulation and subsequent 

photographing of whatever is in frame. Always explicit because of its relatively clumsy 

hand-drawn nature, the animated movement is created by capitalizing on perceptions’ 
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limitations of speed. Animation creates experiential models for understanding the gaps 

between time and sense, without the unthinkable perfection of the drawn diagram 

described by Agamben. The pace of understandable incoming visual information is 

approximately 18 images per second. (Uexküll 29). At a more rapid pace, images begin 

to blur together. If something was moving fast enough, even a large brightly coloured 

object, it would zip by completely undetectable to sight. In animation the frame rate is 

controllable to the single frame, and the motion of objects is controlled by the hand. This 

allows for a tipping back and forth between illusionistic motion, and the jaunty skipping 

movement that makes explicit the trick of temporality. The spell created by pacing gets 

broken and rebuilt in the shuffle. It is a similar experience to watching a sleight-of-hand 

illusion very slowly, and then again at the speed which turns it back into a trick, once 

again frustrating cognition and existing only on the scrim of the senses. What is 

magically revealed is a space, the missing link that exists in the moment. The fake 

magic exposes a real mystery —a hidden blankness in temporal being."

"
"
The Sensate Algorithm""
" Siegfried Kracauer, in his essay “Photography,” observes that historicist thinking 

emerged at the same moment as the technology of photography. Both photographic 

technology and the historiographic form are relentlessly inclusive. Kracauer remarked 

on the similarity of their method; “Photography presents a spatial continuum; historicism 

seeks to provide a temporal continuum…” and “Historicism is concerned with the 

photography of time. The equivalent of its temporal photography would be a giant film 

depicting the temporally connected events from every vantage point” (Kracauer 425) 
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While historicism was widely rejected as a valid form, the photograph grew to be the 

dominant form of visual documentation and of course, an art form. The quality of over-

inclusiveness, the view through technology’s umwelt, has been avoided, exploited and 

critiqued throughout photography’s evolution."

" Unlike a memory image, which outlasts time, the photograph is essentially 

connected to the moment at which it came into existence. A photograph’s meaning 

changes over time because of this physical root secured in the instant of its exposure. 

Kracauer describes the temporal phases of the photograph: contemporary relevancy 

transforms into the recent pasts humorous outmoded character, and eventually the 

photo becomes a slice of historical time for analysis or sentiment. (Kracauer 48-50) The 

moment of exposure remains an indexical temporal contact.  The ever-shifting meaning 

of the photograph is bestowed by the undulation of the lived moment of observation." "

" My animations address the transforming temporality of photography. In the 

animation M-Time Test, the illusion of both age and distance is created by reflecting 

stop-motion footage of a waterfall onto a large silvered tile. The tile’s colour and texture 

impart the grainy patina of the “silver screen” or of old gelatin silver prints. Distance is 
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generated through the relative size of the projection, and its re-animated flicker. This 

analogue special effect could be compared to the forgery of an old painting, in the 

sense that it is creating an illusion of a time that does not exist, a present-day historical 

past. However, the falsely aged image is not attempting to hide itself. The projected 

image, the square of light, is obviously being projected into a larger field of space; it is 

presented as a created object. At one point in the animation process, light trapped by 

the lens gets divided into a small spectrum in the corner of the image. This process 

creates a rainbow flare, a minutely slower temporality of light that exists simultaneously 

with the rest of the image. The state of time is further complicated because the 

photographs are not still, but are in motion (stop-motion animation), they are essentially 

connected to the moment they were snapped, but exist only in an unsteadily measured 

present. "

" Fifty years after Kracauer’s essay was written, Susan Sontag re-examined and 

critiqued the myth of photography’s character in her text On Photography. Sontag 

claims that photography’s communiqué cannot be contained within a singular 

photograph, but rather it is the entire photographic record that is the medium’s 

message. The ubiquity and passivity of photography is a form of aggression according 

to Sontag. (4) The imperialist, endless appetite for the greatest number of subjects is 

photography’s essential quality. Photographs from all genres are participants in the 

medium’s inherent aggression — family photos, mugshots, journalistic and fashion 

photography, photos of animals. All genres merge together in a levelling of signification 

that defines the photographic.(Sontag 7)"
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" With the advent of the digital age, the nature of incoming imagery has changed 

once again and significantly. Consider an image search for a single unique painting, 

Brueghal the Elder’s Tower of Babel from 1563, for example. The presumably identical 

images are each varied in digital quality, colour, and tone. The divers nature of the 

photographic singularity is exposed — for each real photograph (digital or analogue) 

there are endless possible permutations, a bounded but limitless multitude. "

" The internet “image search” function propelled by a word or phrase, rather than a 

certain picture, provides a vertiginous slice of infinite choice. There is no unifying style in 

the results, it is a different form of connection that is received in a new strange; the 

associations exist somewhere between shifting psychological associations and the 

inevitability of mathematics. Sontag’s revelation that the primary character of 

photography is in the complete glut of images rather than an individual, is magnified by 

the digital. Access to the massive totality has an interactive entry point in the form of the 
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internet image search. 

The current of endless 

singularities, a 

homogeneous flood of 

endless variety, 

creates the 

impossibility of 

conceiving an"

individual. It is an 

endless set. There is 

no means of finding a 

typical example. There is no average, no representative for the mind to hold onto, 

because the infinite available images are now a system, a force. Any singular 

consideration is a zoom-in, a microscopic focus; meanwhile, the flux clamours in the 

psychological periphery. " "

" Within each inexhaustible visual list, is nested another endless image realm. By 

clicking on a single picture, an opening is created into another, embedded layout of 

unlimited images. So, the endless list is both horizontal and vertical. It is only possible to 

explore the vertical to the depth of one photographic layer, which then rises to a 

prominent plane of uninterrupted horizontality. Though the potential depth is limitless, it 

immediately flattens once it is chosen. Compare this to the flat Modernist “instantaneous 

present.” Instead of the twinkle of the Modernist invisible dot, a slick unstable present of 

infinite possibility is formed.  It is this endlessness, each image a part of the infinite 
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horizontal stream and the starting point for a limitless depth of no thickness, that makes 

tangible the internal logic of the algorithm."

 " My animations use of this same logic of endless possible permutations. They are 

partially composed from found digital imagery downloaded off of the internet, most 

commonly from “Youtube,” a platform where content is undifferentiated ,“ a pile of stuff” 

as Hito Steyerl describes it. (36) The animation Spindle is a combination of: 1. found 

footage of a solar eclipse, 2.found time-lapse animation of baby pine trees growing in a 

plastic box, 3. 24 second’s worth of stop-motion photographs of a Norwegian forest that 

I took over the course of approximately one hour and thirty minutes,  4.a non-narrative 
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drama following the (horror-movie villain trope) exploits of a tap-dancing glow-in-the-

dark spindle, created in-studio, 5. interaction of the re-projected Norwegian forest 

animation and various objects for the purpose of distortion, colour separation and other 

special effects, and 6. analog special effects created by the manipulation of lights upon 

a still photo printed out from the Norwegian forest animation. The animation contains a 

literal representation of time as: light, cosmic rotation, biological life, dance and rhythm, 

reflection, glow-in-the-dark re-emitted light, mythology in the form of the spindle (from 

Scandinavian myth), and narrative which is represented in abstract form — through the 

gradual overlap of the separate scenarios, rather than an emplotment. "

" Since this process is potentially endless, 

like the functioning of an equation, an 

endpoint must be decided in advance. 

The animation begins with a presentation 

of the original sources of the clips, in the 

same order that is followed throughout. 

The animation ends when the source 

material has made a complete qualitative change in my estimation. So, a mysterious 

circle and square are revealed to be a computer and human recording of a solar 

eclipse, the tap-dancing Spindle completely seeps into other frames as a disembodied 

tapping sound, and the  image of a forest scene becomes nothing more than a source 

for special effects. When these conversions are complete and irreversible, the end point 

has been reached. This system creates a tactile vision analogous to a simple 

arithmetical equation. In an equation, wholes are fully transformed through an operator. 
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For instance, 2x2=4 does not allow an understanding of an in-between state, the 

transitions of the modification are invisible. In the animation, solid wholes keep their 

integrity as well. There are no fade-outs or digital meldings.  It is the motion of time that 

grants a view into a transformative process of wholes, a chronological succession that is 

not a narrative, but rather a mathematical plot."

"
Conclusion""
" The group of artworks, Mechanical Time, were the product of my final year’s 

research. This group is composed of the individual works, M-Time Test, Mechanical-T 

Handcrank, and M-T (which contains Spindle, Tel Murex, and M-Ttwister). This art 

project was an attempt to arrive at a better understanding of the emptiness between the 

known and the innately understood aspects of being. It is possible that this blank space 

is where the truly unknowable resides."

"  This text is an exposition of the art produced, using various examples and 

theories to position the work. I will use the nature of light as a final example. In certain 

conditions light has been observed behaving as a particle, and in others, a wave. This is 

known as light’s wave-particle duality. Its mutable nature leaves a holistic understanding 

of light a mystery. (Spring) It could exist as any number of possible realities, beyond the 

scope of all knowledge and sense. Light’s duality acts a clue that reveals the limitations 

of our umwelt. Time also has a strange character impossible to categorize, yet 

observable. Time is a part of our being, but it is not known if we are beings of time, or 

creatures in time. My art recruits both the logical mind and the production of sensate 

experience, using these world-building tools to examine that which is impossible to 
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produce. It is an attempt to use the abstract animate to influence the real, and to define 

the blank spaces in existence. Through the discovery of these voids, the union of the 

impossible and the possible becomes an obtainable potential. Although it may appear to 

be a fool’s errand, it is also an act of fidelity to the mystery and potential of being."

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
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